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Abstract

Aim: The aim of this paper is to share the initial experiences on a European Union (EU) Lifelong Learning Programme Leonardo Da Vinci Transfer of Innovation Project related to the use of simulation-based learning with nursing students from Turkey. The project started at the end of the 2010 involving 7 partners from 3 different countries including Turkey, England, and Italy.

Methods: This project is divided into 7 work packages (WP). In this paper, experiences from the first three WPs (WP1: Preparation and dissemination of the project. WP2: Regulation of the project management. WP3: Development of the evaluation tools used to evaluate the impact of the innovative practice within the coordinating partner's institution) are shared.

Results: In the WP1 and WP2: the kick-off meeting was organized in Turkey, the coordinating partner’s country. During the meeting project-related events were planned and the steering committee of the project was formed. A strong team spirit within the partnership was established. For the dissemination of the project, a poster and flier of the project were prepared and placed on corporate boards visible to students and teaching staff and put on the partners’ institutional websites. Regular bulletins of the project were also prepared and posted on the project website. In the WP3, student data sheet, items for students’ satisfaction questionnaire and confidence scale were created based on the literature. Trauma patient scenarios (abdominal trauma, thoracic trauma, pelvic fracture and traumatic amputation) were created to test the target group's knowledge. Ethical approval was obtained from the coordinating partner institution. A pilot study to test the cases was conducted. Following the pilot study, the final version of the student data sheet and scenario cases was created. The second meeting was organized in Italy. In this meeting, the results of the pilot study, the scenario cases, and the Patient Intervention Self Confidence /Competence Scale were evaluated.

Conclusion: The work on this EU project is still in progress. Considering that learning from experience is an important part of nursing education, sharing experiences on such a project related to using simulation as an innovative teaching strategy in nursing education in Turkey should provide an example to others who want to develop other EU projects in nursing education.
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1. Introduction

In practice-based healthcare professions, methods of teaching and learning focus on enabling students to assimilate clinical knowledge and skills. Nursing students need to learn how to apply classroom learning in the clinical context
Clinical simulation may well be an educational strategy for achievement of these outcomes as it uses active learning (Cioffi, 2001) applicable to nursing (National Council of State Boards of Nursing, 2005) and has been widely incorporated into international undergraduate nursing curricula (Berrega, 2011, McKenna et al., 2007, Murray et al., 2008).

There are numerous studies showing the positive impact of using simulation to the clinical training of nurses (Alinier et al., 2006, Bremner et al., 2006, Decker et al., 2008, Lambton et al., 2008). Although the technology and pedagogy around simulation have progressed significantly, it has not been the case everywhere such as in Turkey. In the lights of these developments in nursing education Hacettepe University Faculty of Health Sciences, thought support from the EU Lifelong Learning Programme Leonardo Da Vinci Transfer of Innovation program by partnering with other institutions for a project called “Use of Simulation: An Educational Strategy to Develop Clinically Competent Nurses (US:ESDCCN)” which started in December 2010 (2010-1-TR1-LEO05-16726). Seven partners from three different countries including Turkey, England, and Italy were involved in the project. The US:ESDCCN project aimed to take advantage of some countries’ experience (England) to establish simulation practice in Turkey and inform other partners (from Italy and Turkey). The project will be contributing to this EU program’s objectives as it supports improvements in quality and innovation in vocational education and training systems, institutions, and practices. It will also improve the quality and increase the volume of co-operation between institutions providing learning opportunities, companies, social partners, and other relevant bodies throughout Europe. Another aim was “to support the development of innovative Information and Communications Technology (ICT)-based content, services, pedagogies and practice for lifelong learning”. Development of new policies and strategies in nursing education in Europe was another expected contribution of this project.

In this paper the initial experiences on this US:ESDCCN project are shared.

2. Using simulation in nursing education as an educational strategy

Educating nurses to provide competent care in today’s health care environment is becoming increasingly challenging because of the need to care for complex patients in complex care environments (Decker et al., 2008, Rhodes & Curran, 2005). Nurse educators are increasingly challenged to find adequate clinical experiences to prepare students for such practice demands (Rhodes & Curran, 2005). There is a recognized gap between clinical practice and the theory provided in nursing schools which can be addressed by using simulation (Alinier et al., 2006). Simulation training is a recommended strategy to teach safe clinical practice, because initial learning for healthcare professionals in a real patient setting is hindered by changes in resources, such as shorter length of patient stay, higher patient acuity, nursing staff shortages, and a greater concern and emphasis on the prevention of medical errors (Rauen, 2004).

Simulation allows learners to gain experience that may not be available in the immediate clinical area, but will be part of their practice in the real world of healthcare. Unlike the traditional classroom setting, a simulated situation allows the learner to think spontaneously and actively rather than passively. Through simulation, a predictable environment can be created to allow healthcare providers to practice under realistic conditions in “real time” using actual clinical supplies (Broussard et al., 2009).

Simulation allows multiple learning objectives to be taught in a realistic clinical environment without harming patients (Radhakrishnan et al., 2007). Students are exposed to a realistic situation that could be community or hospital based and will need to combine their assessment and clinical decision-making skills with communication, teamwork and management to care for the simulated patient(s) or patient simulator. Following the simulation, the learners are able to reflect on their performances with a facilitator as part of the debriefing process. By discussing their areas of strength and development in line with current evidence, they can begin to improve their competence, and ultimately, confidence (Berregan, 2011, Wilford & Doyle, 2006).

It is possible for students to develop and maintain their confidence when exposed to authentic and challenging simulated learning situations (Lambton et al., 2008, Moule, 2008, Reilly & Spratt, 2007). Simulation is becoming increasingly common in a variety of educational settings, including healthcare staff development programs, medical schools, and nursing schools (Bremner et al., 2006). It has been encouraged in the Institute of Medicine’s 1999 report (Kohn et al., 1999) to train novice as well as experienced practitioners in different disciplines (Issenberg et al., 1999).
3. Introduction of the US:ESDCCN project

The aim of the US:ESDCCN project was to transfer innovative simulation-based training practices, improve vocational training methodologies, collaborate and transfer knowledge, experience and technology between EU Member States. Seven partners from three different countries including Turkey, England, and Italy are involved in the project. The project duration is 24 months.

The project focuses on the facilitation of scenario-based simulation for nursing students around the care of trauma patients. The assessment and care of trauma patients requires nurses to think critically and act rapidly, hence requiring to develop a high level of clinical judgment. Trauma patient care includes various nursing interventions such as rapid assessment of the patient's condition, establishing venous access, protecting vital organs; and maintaining basic life functions.

At the end of the project, it is expected that recommendations regarding the best practices for nurse educators in the use of the trauma low fidelity and scenario-based patient simulation training will be made particularly for the acquisition of clinical skills for the novice practitioner. It is also expected to improve patient safety in today's health care environment, particularly in countries where the use of the scenario-based patient simulation is currently underdeveloped.

The project process will allow the partners to formulate and share examples of good practice as a basis for future development both within the partnership and for a wider stakeholder base. When achieved, these project’s aims and objectives will contribute to develop the quality and attractiveness of Vocational Education and Training (VET) systems and practices. In this instance, it is focusing on nursing education, but it is directly applicable to many other healthcare disciplines with a VET system. The project outcomes will not only result in supporting the partner institutions to incorporate simulation in their nursing curricula but although encourage other nursing schools from across the EU to use simulation as a teaching strategy.

3.1 Performed tasks on US:ESDCCN

The project is divided into 7 work packages (WP), the experience of first three WPs is discussed in this paper.

3.1.1 For the WP 1: Dissemination of the project results

For the dissemination of the project in WP 1; a poster of the project was prepared and handed out to the related institutions. A brief outline presenting the project was placed on the website of each partner institution. In addition, a project website (www.ldvusin.org) was built to provide an open field for communication between the partnership, the potential users, and related institutions. Additional means of communication used by the partners include a secure area on the website and Skype. Project partners publish project related activities, information, announcements, and web link to their institutions. Bulletins of the US:ESDCCN project (volume 1, issue 1 and 2, 2011) were prepared (in Turkish, English and Italian) and published on the website of the project. The project was presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society in Europe for Simulation Applied to Medicine-SESAM 2011 (http://sesam.iavante.es/index.php) in Spain and at various institutional seminars in partners’ institutions. A publication is also in preparation to report findings from the pilot study and a Gantt Chart was created and shared with the project partners.

3.1.2 WP 2: Regulation of project management

This WP included the overall management, quality control, and communication aspects of the project. At the onset of the project, it included the organization of a meeting to discuss the project management and responsibilities of each partner, setting up a steering committee including a member from each partner institution to ensure compliance with the quality criteria and charging an evaluator with examining the process of the project. This kick-off meeting was organized in the coordinator partner’s country (Turkey). In this meeting, the project’s work program was introduced to the partners and the project management discussed through group discussion. During the meeting future events were planned and the steering committee of project was formed. In this process all contractual and administrative issues of the project were managed. Since the project partnership is important for achieving the project objectives, a strong team spirit within the partnership was established.

3.1.3 WP 3: Identification of the needs of the target group

This WP included the creation of a demographic questionnaire and four written scenario cases about trauma patients (paper simulation) (Alinier, 2007). It also included reviewing the literature to prepare a student satisfaction questionnaire and validated scale to determine students’ confidence which will be used post-simulation exposure at the
end of project to evaluate the perceived effectiveness of scenario-based simulation as a teaching strategy (Abdo & Ravert, 2006, Alinier et al., 2004, Bambini et al., 2007, Beyca & Kobokovich, 2004, Feingold et al., 2004, Levett-Jones et al., 2011, Mole and McLaffery, 2004, Schoening, 2006). There were study results that support the use of simulation scenarios throughout the undergraduate curriculum because it can be beneficial to enhance student’s confidence regarding patient care decisions (Bambini et al., 2007, Beyca & Kobokovich, 2004).

Some key phases of this WP include:

1) Conduction of a pilot study for testing the prepared scenarios and data sheets (student satisfaction and student self-confidence scale).
2) Analysis of the pilot study results.
3) Presentation of the results of the pilot study at national or international conferences.
4) Publication of the results of the pilot study in national or international journals.
5) Organization of a two-day meeting in February 2012 in Italy.

For the identification of the needs of the target group in WP 3; A literature review was performed for post-simulation experience questionnaires evaluating the students’ satisfaction and the students’ confidence. A demographic questionnaire and four scenario cases about trauma patients (abdominal trauma, thoracic trauma, pelvic fracture, and traumatic amputation) were created to test the pilot target group's knowledge.

The cases (abdominal trauma, thoracic trauma, pelvic fracture, and traumatic amputation) developed by the faculty focused on the care of a trauma patient. Aims and learning objectives were developed prior to the cases and used as a reference to design the trauma cases. Each case included multiple choice questions, open-ended questions to measure students’ cognitive skills. Abdominal trauma case is given below (see Text Box 1).

An ethical approval from the coordinating partner institution was obtained and a pilot study (paper simulation) to test the demographic questionnaire and four written scenario cases was conducted. A report based on the analysis of the pilot study was prepared. According to pilot study results, over fifty percent of the students answered the multiple choice questions correctly. Overall, the students' ability of identifying and listing the correct diagnosis and interventions in the expected priority order was low. Following the pilot study, final versions of the four trauma scenarios were created. Modifications were made to the scenario format as per a published scenario template (Alinier, 2011). The meeting was organized by the University of Florence in Italy. In this meeting, results of the pilot study were evaluated and a group discussion was held to identify the educational needs of the participating students. Translation of demographic questionnaire and written scenario cases from Turkish into English was done. In addition Patient Intervention Self Confidence/Competence Scale items were discussed during this meeting by partners. Following this meeting, content validity of this scale was evaluated by seven experts. After their recommendations, the students’ satisfaction questionnaire and students’ confidence questionnaire were finalized for validity and reliability study. The number of items was 18 assessed with a five-point Likert scale. The validity and reliability study was conducted with 205 medical students from one university in Turkey that used simulation as a teaching strategy to develop medical students’ competence and confidence on patient interventions. Exploratory Factor Analysis identified 3 factors explaining 60.9% of total variances. These three factors were classified as clinical implementation (11 items), psychosocial support (4 items) and knowledge of health care system (3 items). All items had factor loadings more than 0.40. Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for the entire scale was 0.91, with subscales ranging from 0.80 to 0.94. When all of these values were taken into account, the “Patient Intervention Self Confidence / Competence Scale” was found reliable and valid for measuring health care students’ self confidence and competence on patient interventions.

Text Box 1: Abdominal Trauma Case

**Aim:** To ensure the continuation of the vital functions of the patient by using the appropriate nursing interventions as soon as possible.

**Case Objectives:**

The student will be able to:

- define anatomical regions and organs of the abdomen
- analyze the observed physical examination findings of patients with abdominal trauma
- evaluate abdominal trauma that is blunt or penetrating
- identify at least 10 nursing diagnosis of patient with abdominal trauma
• explain at least 15 nursing interventions applied to patients with abdominal trauma.

A 28-year-old female patient is brought to the emergency department in a taxi by her two neighbors 30 minutes after having been stabbed by her husband in her abdomen. The unconscious patient is hypotensive, tachycardic and has intestinal evisceration. The following are the findings on the basis of the patient's initial physical examination in the emergency department.

**Vital signs:**

- **Respiratory rate:** 28/min.
- **Pulse:** 144/min.
- **Blood pressure:** 55/20 mmHg
- **Temperature:** 35.8°C
- **Pain:** It could not be assessed due to the patient being unconscious.

**Head and Neck:** Normal appearance

**Respiratory system:**

- **Airway:** Open
- **O2Sat:** 90

**Cardiovascular system:**

- **S1(+)**, **S2(+)**, **Rhythm:** Sinus tachycardia

**Gastrointestinal system:**

- **Abdomen:** Bowel evisceration in the lower left quadrant

**Neurological system:**

- **Consciousness:** Not responding
- **Pupils:** Equal and isochoric, IR +/-
- **Glasgow Coma Score:** 7

**Musculoskeletal system:**

Normal appearance

**Skin:**

- **Color:** pale and cold

**Appearance:**

A 15 cm wide injury with smooth edges and an evisceration likely created with stab to the left lower abdominal quadrant. The wound is about 2 cm wide with smooth-edges and bleeding likely created by the 5 cm stab in the lumbar region, right and lateral to the umbilicus. 2 cm wide, smooth-edged wound without bleeding in the right hypochondrium. There is no other visible injury of the patient.

**History/background:**

- **Family History:**
  - **Chronic disease:** No
  - **Mother:** Hypertension, **Sibling:** Hemophilia
  - **Allergy:** None

**Laboratory Results:**

- **CBC:**
  - **Hb:** 8.1 gr/dl

- **ABG:**
  - **Glucose:** 102 mg/dL
  - **pH:** 7.33
**Diagnostic Tests:**
X-ray: Air-liquid areas in the abdomen. The appearance of the lungs is normal.

**Physician’s Order:**
1) Tetanus prophylaxis
2) No oral intake
3) 100 cc/h Normal saline
4) ...

**Sample Case Multiple Choice Questions:**
1. The priority level and organ injury of this patient are matched with triage in the emergency department. Please circle the correct answer.
   a) Level 1 - Bowels
   b) Level 2 - Liver
   c) Level 3 - Ovaries
   d) Level 4 - Spleen

Determine the top 10 nursing diagnoses for this patient in order of urgency.

**Nursing Diagnosis:**
1. Lack of fluid volume due to active bleeding or loss of fluid
2. Decrease in cardiac output due to active bleeding or loss of fluid
3. Impaired tissue perfusion (cerebral) due to active bleeding or loss of fluid
4. ...

Write 15 nursing interventions you have planned for this patient in decreasing priority order.

**Nursing Interventions:**
1. Assess airway for obstruction (A).
2. Maintain open airway
3. Assess (B) for breathing.
4. ...

---

**3.2 Difficulties in the US:ESDCCN project process**

There have been positive experiences as well as some difficulties in the project such as the withdrawal of partner 5 (P5), the Turkish Republic Ministry of Health Ankara Provincial Health Directorate. To overcome this change; the responsibilities of P5 was shared among the Hacettepe University Faculty of Health Sciences Nursing Department (P0), the University of Hertfordshire Higher Education Corporation (P1), the University of Florence Department of Sciences of Women’s and Children’s Health, Laboratory of Nursing Science (P5), and the Association of Research and Development in Nursing (P2).

There was another challenging situation in the US:ESDCCN project process. Following literature review for post-simulation evaluation of the students’ satisfaction and confidence, The Turkish validity studies of the Student Satisfaction and Self-Confidence in Learning Scale developed by the National League for Nursing (NLN) was done. But, the content validity of the scale was not found to be appropriate for the Turkish nursing students by the experts. Thus, a new scale for post-simulation evaluation of Turkish students’ self confidence /competence had to be developed.
4. Conclusion
Learning from experience is an important part of nursing education. To share experiences of USESDCCN as an EU project should provide an example for others who want to develop and embark into an EU project in nursing education. We accept that we have experienced some difficulties in the project process, but the process for three work packages was ultimately extremely beneficial. Given the escalating pressures in practice settings and increasing technological advances, it is likely that simulation will gain further popularity and wider adoption of both high-fidelity, and online virtual simulation will increase (Moule, 2011). Therefore, it is expected that we will be able to recommend best practices and competency for nurse educators in the use of the scenario-based patient simulation training, particularly as it applies to the acquisition of clinical skills for the novice practitioner. This enhanced educational approach is expected to improve patient safety in today’s health care environment, particularly in countries where the scenario-based patient simulation is currently underdeveloped.
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